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I have always been a sci-fi and
technology nut, and have dreamed
of a world filled with robots, space ships
and amazing gadgets since I was a small
child. Whether it was TV shows like
Thunderbirds, Captain Scarlet (yes that is
where the name came from) and Star Trek
or films like Star Wars and Bladerunner the
world of the future was where I wanted to
be. Sadly the promises of science fiction
and Tomorrow’s World have not really come
to pass yet, and we have to make do with
mobile phones, that are nearly Trek style
communicators, tablet computers and the
dream of jet cars, interstellar travel and
robot companions.
It has also seemed weird to me that sci-fi
style technology has never really been
applied to the world of disability. I mean
why have guide dogs when a seeing eye
robot would not be that difficult to design
or build. A guide R2D2. For the first time
in my life it now seems that technology is
being applied to creating technology that
is aimed at making life better for disabled
people. Whether it is wheelchairs that not
only work better than any that have gone
before but that look like they have come

straight out of a high budget sci-fi
blockbuster, like the Nomad, the Trekinetic
or the Carbon Black, brilliant apps for our
mobiles that are easy to use and make
access solutions simple and everyday,
amazing artificial legs that mean double
amputees can run faster than non-disabled
people (they never saw that coming eh?) or

DISABLED PEOPLE ARE AT
THE FOREFRONT OF SOCIETY
ENTERING ‘THE WORLD OF
TOMORROW’
the latest advancement for those of us who
have a spinal injury, the Cyclone Re-Walk
robotic walking aid, it suddenly seems that
disabled people are at the forefront of
society entering “The World Of Tomorrow”.
Now, while I am all for these massive moves
forward in what is available to us disabled
types, I do worry that we must make sure
we do not allow technology to be seen as
a potential “cure” to disability. Not only are
many of these advancements out of the
reach of many disabled people financially,
but they can also be seen as an

alternative to creating an accessible and
inclusive environment for all of us. I know
that some people do think this way, thanks
to my experience as an access and
inclusivity advisor to several major
companies, a career that I run alongside
my journalism and broadcasting. There
have been many occasions when I have
had to explain that access and inclusion
in environmental design is not something
that will have a limited shelf life or that one
day disabled people won’t all be cured by
science or be running around on robot legs
to architects and developers. Sounds crazy
but it’s true.
So to all of you wonderful people out there,
pushing technology to its limits to assist
disabled people, please remember to make
sure that the publicity around your new
product does not feed into the ignorance
of the non-disabled world. However
amazing your products are, they will never
be better than creating a society where
disabled people have an equal chance to
experience everything that is on offer. I
would dearly love a pair of robot legs but I
would love a world that was fully inclusive
even more.
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